introducing

TRANSPORT TUESDAYS
A premium pick up and drop off service
Do you have a client who cannot
come in due to being elderly or
disabled?

for your procedures and/or outpatient
treatments. Upon your hospital’s
approval of the client, AmbuVet will:

Do you have a patient with
reoccurring out patient vet visits?

Provide a curbside pick up the pet from
the client’s home or office

Would your clients appreciate having
more time to do the things that are
important to them?

Have the client sign YOUR hospital paper
work for admission and our paperwork
for consent to transport to your hospital

Could you use more time for your
hospital to be more productive and
increase your bottom line?

Bring the patient to your facility
for treatment
Return the patient back to the owner
with discharge instructions and
medications as needed.

Round Trips start at

$135.00

We will coordinate with your point of contact to
ensure a seamless admission process and make
arrangements for an organized discharge. Now,
with no client present, your staff doesn't have
to spend time admitting, explaining medication
or going over discharge instructions and can be
more productive in your hospital. Additionally,
your clients will be thrilled that they have the
extra time for themselves.

Call us to start your service today!
1-800-AMBUVET | 1-800-262-8838

AmbuVet can bill the client directly OR
you can include it in your pricing for
the procedure and we will bill your
hospital for convenience. Co-payment
options are also available.
This offer is not for clients that have not already
been seen by the hospital.
This offer is for curbside pick ups and drop offs
only. Canines would have to be leashed. Felines
and exotics would have to be in their carriers.
This special pricing is not for emergency or last
minute calls. XL, aggressive, or special circumstance cases are an additional cost. Prior
arrangements would have to be made for this
Transport Tuesday Offer.
This offer is only valid on Tuesday’s that have
been arranged by AmbuVet and your facility.

